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What Have We Achieved?

✧ Discovery Guidelines - concluded
  ➢ http://discovery.refeds.org/
  ➢ A toolkit and guidelines to improve user experience of federated access to online services

✧ Federation Policy Best Practise – concluded
  ➢ Best practises on how what federation policies should contain to ease inter-federation
  ➢ See document

✧ Federation Policy Template - concluded
  ➢ In collaboration with eduGAIN
  ➢ To help emerging federations
  ➢ See document
What Have We Achieved?

✧ MET Prototype of (Metadata Explorer Tool)
  ➢ Not perfect yet, but plans are to finish it by the end of 2013

✧ PEER (the software) and REEP (the pilot)
  ➢ Pilot not started yet
  ➢ Aim is to start asap

✧ Analysis of FIM requirements document and call for e-Science use-cases
  ➢ Work still ongoing
  ➢ See document
As per REFEDS Terms SC is renewed every 2 y:

- Andrew Cormack (JANET(UK))
- Miro Milinovic (SRCE)
- Mehdi Hached (RENATER)
- Thomas Lenggenhager (SWITCH)
- Valter Nordh (NORDUNET)
- Ken Klingenstein (Internet2)

SC Role:

- To Oversee the execution of the workplan
- To Offer recommendation for new ideas/project
Sep 2011
± 130K eur

50K left over from previous year

Dec 2012
30K eur

Jan 2013
± 110K eur

± 80K from sponsors

Notes:
- Reporting period: Aug 2011 - Dec 2012
- Expenses in line with the budget approved for 2011-2012
- New plan Jan 2013 – Dec 2013
Plans
Expected Output by Dec 2013

- Working plan 2013 online:
  - [https://refeds.org/work.html](https://refeds.org/work.html)

- REEP Pilot Service
  - In place

- Progresses with the RFC Independent stream

- Support for one of the e-Science use-cases

- MET Tool Concluded

- Progresses in the LoA Space
Next Meetings
REFEDS Meetings

☆ REFEDS BoF in Oct 2013 (first week) @ Helsinki
  ➢ Co-located with FIM4R

☆ Main REFEDS Meeting on 11 Nov 2013
  ➢ In California